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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

SNAP-ON UNVEILS THE ‘CLASSIC 96 WIDE GUY’ TOOL STORAGE ROLL CAB 
Extra-wide drawers and increased weight capacity offer substantial size and value 

 
KENOSHA, Wis. (February 22, 2007) – Move over, clear the clutter and forget what you thought you 

knew about tool storage. It’s time to make room in your shop for the new guy – the Wide Guy. 

Snap-on Tools Company has announced the national introduction of its new 73-inch wide Classic 96 

Wide Guy tool storage roll cab (KRA2432). The roll cab carries a variety of impressive features – 

including a full bank of extra-wide 50-inch drawers. A comfortable size upgrade from other storage 

models, it provides both size and value. 

 The Classic 96 Wide Guy maximizes drawer space, making organization of long extensions, 

pry bars or whole families of tools in the same drawer easy. Five of the six extra-wide drawers 

feature double ball bearing slides and have four reinforced bottom stiffeners to hold 250 pounds of 

tools each. Overall, the unit is more than 73 inches wide, 24 inches deep and 39 inches high and its 

12 drawers offer 33,116 cubic inches of storage. In addition, the cab is fitted with monoprene 

casters that reduce vibration and noise and help protect the tools when rolling. 

 Like all units in the Snap-on Classic tool storage line, the Classic 96 Wide Guy offers 

excellent construction and everyday conveniences while being adaptable to technicians’ needs. 

Optional accessories for the Classic 96 include a top chest; roll cab / top chest cover; hardwood 

maple top; stainless steel top; 21-inch deep riser which includes a variety of clips; riser bi-fold door 

that includes gas springs for activation; and 21-inch deep overhead bulk storage units. 

 All of the Classic Series storage units feature aluminum drawer pull-trim rolled edges, corner 

gussets welded into each corner to keep the unit square for a lifetime of use and a heavy-duty  

14-gauge bottom panel with caster stiffener. They also have double-wall construction with  

full-height inner walls welded in place for strength, lock and roll drawer retention, two-inch 

mounting centers for flexibility in arranging drawers, a nine-step pre-treat paint process and carry a 

lifetime warranty on workmanship and materials. 
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 The Classic 96 Wide Guy model is available in seven scratch-resistant colors including  

Snap-on Red, Gloss Black, Royal Blue, Ultra Yellow, Deep Purple, Extreme Green and Electric 

Orange. 

 Customers can find out more about the Snap-on Classic 96 Wide Guy (KRA2432) by 

contacting their local Snap-on representative, visiting www.snapon.com or by calling toll free  

877-SNAPON-2 (877-762-7662). 

 Snap-on Tools Company, LLC is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global 

innovator, manufacturer and marketer of tools, diagnostics and equipment solutions for professional 

users.  Product lines include hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics software, information 

and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions for vehicle manufacturers, 

dealerships and repair centers, as well as customers in industry, government, agriculture and 

construction.  Products are sold through its franchisees, company-direct sales and distributor 

channels, as well as over the Internet.  Founded in 1920, Snap-on is a $2.5 billion, S&P 500 

company headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin. For additional information on Snap-on, visit 

www.snapon.com. 
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